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● Spores are extremely 







○ Simulated Mars environment 
conditions
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Methylation
● Addition of methyl groups to DNA
● Heritable changes without 
changing the primary sequence
● Adenosine (A) and Cytosine (C) 
are commonly methylated 
nucleotides 
○ Bacillus spp. have Dcm and 
Dam: methyltransferases that 




● Portable protein nanopore 
sequencing USB device for 
DNA and RNA sequences
● Real-time device
● 10-30 Gbp of DNA 
sequence data
● Long read lengths of DNA
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Sequences Generated with MinION
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Bacillus pumilus SAFR-032 whole genome is about 4 Mbp 





















































● Creating a bioinformatic pipeline for analyzing MinION 
reads and determining methylation points










Running all of the data through the full pipeline for detecting 











It is important to look at the genomic changes of 
organisms as a result of spaceﬂight stressors. 
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● Oﬃce of Safety and Mission 
Assurance (OSMA)
● Prevententing any contamination or 
transfer of life from Earth to other 
planets and vice-versa during 
space exploration
● False Positives








































● Graphs and 
Plots
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